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Abstract

Telomere length (TL) is a candidate biomarker of ageing and phenotypic quality, but

little is known of the (physiological) causes of TL variation. We previously showed

that individual common terns Sterna hirundo with high reproductive success had short

telomeres independent of age, and this pattern was particularly strong in the longer

telomeres of the within-individual TL distribution. To test whether this relation can

be attributed to effects of reproductive effort, we investigated baseline corticosterone

in relation to reproductive success (number of fledglings) and TL. In this context, we

assume that variation in baseline corticosterone can be interpreted as index of energy

expenditure and allostatic load. Males with higher corticosterone levels during incuba-

tion, compared between and within individuals, achieved higher reproductive success

and had shorter telomeres. The effect on telomeres was more pronounced in corticos-

terone measured later in incubation and in the longer telomeres of the within-indivi-

dual TL distribution. Female corticosterone level during incubation was neither related

to reproductive success nor to TL. That we observed these effects only in males mirrors

different parental roles during reproduction in the common tern, where males do most

of the chick provisioning. The negative association between reproductive success and

TL suggests individual differences in reproductive effort as reflected in, or mediated

by, baseline corticosterone. We see this result as a promising step towards unravelling

the physiological causes of variation in TL and the costs of reproduction.
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Introduction

Telomeres, an evolutionary conserved structure at chro-

mosome ends, function in genome stability (Blackburn

1991). Telomere length (TL) has recently emerged as

candidate biomarker of ageing and phenotypic quality.

Evidence supporting this includes the finding that

TL predicts mortality rate in humans (meta-analysis:

Boonekamp et al. 2013) and free-living birds (Haussmann

et al. 2005; Bize et al. 2009; Salomons et al. 2009; Barrett

et al. 2013; Bauch et al. 2014) and that ageing-related

diseases are associated with short telomeres (review:

Opresko & Shay 2016).

Telomeres shorten with age, but TL typically shows

large variation between individuals of the same age. In

addition to genetic effects (review: Atema et al. 2015),

this variation has been attributed to differences in

telomere erosion (Bakaysa et al. 2007), which with

increasing evidence relates to life stress or costs of liv-

ing (Monaghan 2014; Haussmann & Heidinger 2015). A

higher telomere loss, or shorter TL, was found to be

associated with suboptimal environmental conditions

(Hall et al. 2004; Angelier et al. 2013; Mizutani et al.

2013; Asghar et al. 2015), challenging periods in the (an-

nual) life cycle like migration (Schultner et al. 2014) and

reproduction (Bauch et al. 2013; Reichert et al. 2014;

Sudyka et al. 2014; but see Pauliny et al. 2006; Le
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Vaillant et al. 2015). However, while evidence is accu-

mulating that relates TL to life history trajectories, still

little is known about the underlying mechanisms, or

even the extent to which the observed patterns reflect

causal relationships. Unravelling the underlying mecha-

nisms causing TL variation and telomere shortening

may be important, because it could inform us more

generally on the enigmatic mechanisms causing senes-

cence.

We previously showed that common terns Sterna

hirundo with higher reproductive success had shorter

TL, and individuals with higher reproductive output

lost more telomere base pairs (Bauch et al. 2013).

Shorter telomeres indicated lower survival prospects

(Bauch et al. 2014), and thus, telomeres constitute a link

between current and future reproductive output. In this

interpretation, we assume that the association between

reproductive success and TL is due to higher reproduc-

tive effort of successful individuals, which we define as

resources such as time and energy spent on reproduc-

tion, and that affects both TL (�) and reproductive suc-

cess (+). However, alternative explanations cannot be

ruled out. For example, higher success may result from

higher foraging efficiency or genetic variation in off-

spring quality linked to TL. We therefore aimed to

investigate reproductive effort in relation to reproduc-

tive success and TL, to test the hypothesis that repro-

ductive effort mediates the negative association

between these variables.

Reproductive effort is difficult to measure directly,

and we therefore used baseline levels of corticosterone,

the main avian glucocorticoid, as a proxy. At baseline

levels, corticosterone acts as a metabolic hormone,

involved in energy regulation, that allows individuals

to cope with predictable changes in the environment

(review: Romero 2002). Baseline corticosterone (bCORT)

correlates with allostatic load corresponding to daily

and seasonal demands in the annual life cycle in vari-

ous species of vertebrates (review: Landys et al. 2006).

While stress levels of corticosterone (induced by unpre-

dicted environmental stimuli) suppress reproduction in

favour of survival, an increase in bCORT levels has

been interpreted as an adaptive response to maximize

fitness by increasing, for example activity (review: McE-

wen & Wingfield 2003). Indeed, increased bCORT levels

(or cortisol in most mammals) related to energetically

demanding reproductive behaviours can be found

across taxa (birds: Hau & Goymann 2015; amphibians

and reptiles: Moore & Jessop 2003; mammals: Buwalda

et al. 2012). Confirming this view with respect to repro-

ductive effort, enlarging brood size led to increased

bCORT levels and higher feeding rates in tree swallows

Tachycineta bicolor (Bonier et al. 2011) and higher bCORT

levels related to higher foraging effort in several seabird

species (Chastel et al. 2005; Angelier et al. 2008; Doody

et al. 2008; Crossin et al. 2012). Similarly, an experimen-

tal raise in corticosterone within baseline range before

the breeding season increased parental investment in

great tits, thus supporting a causal relationship

(Ouyang et al. 2013). Furthermore, it has been suggested

that stress or effort may impact on telomere dynamics

via glucocorticoids and oxidative stress (Haussmann &

Marchetto 2010), but whether a mechanistic link exists

between these physiological processes is still under

debate.

We measured bCORT, TL and reproductive success

in common terns in a breeding colony continuously

studied since 1984, where all native birds are of known

age and sex. Birds are equipped with transponders,

allowing automatic breeder identification (Becker et al.

2001). To test our hypothesis that shorter telomeres in

more successful individuals are due to higher reproduc-

tive effort, we (i) investigated the relationship between

bCORT levels and reproductive success, and (ii) related

bCORT levels to TL. With respect to TL, we previously

showed associations with fitness components to be

stronger for the longer telomeres within individuals

(Bauch et al. 2014). We therefore predicted associations

with bCORT also to be stronger for the longer telomeres

within individuals. As the association between repro-

ductive success and telomeres was most pronounced in

males (Bauch et al. 2013, 2014), which do most of the

chick provisioning in the common tern, we further pre-

dicted to find a stronger association between bCORT

levels and telomeres in fathers, in particular during

reproductive stages that fathers provide more energy-

demanding care than mothers. We therefore tested our

hypotheses separately for the two sexes and with

bCORT samples collected at different reproductive

stages.

Materials and methods

Study species and data collection

We studied common terns breeding at Banter See in

Wilhelmshaven, Germany (53°30040″N, 08°06019″E). The
common tern is a long-lived, migratory seabird species

with one brood per year and a clutch size of one to

three eggs (mode = three eggs). Common terns are sex-

ually monomorphic and socially monogamous. During

incubation, both sexes spend equal time at the nest site,

although females show more incubation behaviour

(Wiggins & Morris 1987). In the first days after hatch-

ing, females are mainly brooding and, over the entire

chick rearing period, chick feeding effort of males

exceeds females’ by a factor of three (Wiggins & Morris

1987; Galbraith et al. 1999; Nisbet et al. 2011).

© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Fledglings in this colony have been ringed since 1984

and fitted with subcutaneous transponders (TROVAN

ID-100, Cologne, Germany; Becker & Wendeln 1997)

since 1992. Native birds are thus of known age and

have been sexed by behavioural observations (until

1997) or by molecular methods (since 1998). Reproduc-

tive success, defined as number of fledglings, was

recorded by regular checks every 2 or 3 days in the col-

ony. Breeding birds’ transponder ID was detected by

antennae put temporarily around the nests (Wendeln &

Becker 1999).

Blood sampling

In the years 2006–2009, we collected 860 blood samples

from 339 common terns (181 males and 158 females);

310 were of known age (range 3–23 years). Blood sam-

ples were collected during incubation applying a mini-

mally invasive and stress-free technique using

Triatomine bugs (Dipetalogaster maxima, third instar) in

artificial eggs (Becker et al. 2006; modified see Arnold

et al. 2008). This method has been validated for bCORT

measurements (Arnold et al. 2008) and telomere analy-

sis (Bauch et al. 2013). Blood samples were taken

between 5 am and 10 am, and time was not signifi-

cantly related to bCORT level (Riechert et al. 2014). A

total of 335 individuals were sampled during mid-incu-

bation (9–16 days after clutch completion), whereof 188

individuals were sampled two to four times over differ-

ent years. A total of 108 individuals were sampled up

to three times over the course of incubation (sample 1:

early incubation, 1–6 days after cutch completion; sam-

ple 2: mid-incubation, 9–16 days after cutch completion;

sample 3: late incubation, day 0–3 after hatching of the

first chick). Blood samples were kept on ice and cen-

trifuged within 4 h after sampling. The plasma was

stored at �20 °C until corticosterone analysis. The

blood cells were stored in 2% EDTA buffer at 3–7 °C
until transferred within 3 weeks into a 40% glycerol

buffer and snap-frozen for storage at �80 °C until

telomere analysis.

Corticosterone analysis

Plasma corticosterone concentration was analysed in all

samples via RIA in the laboratory of CNRS, Chiz�e,

France (see Riechert et al. 2012 for details). In short,

total plasma corticosterone concentrations were mea-

sured in samples after ethyl ether extraction using a

commercial antiserum (Biogenesis, UK). Cross reaction

was <0.1% with other plasma steroids and 9% with

1-desoxycorticosterone. Duplicate aliquots (100 lL) of

extracts were incubated overnight with 8000 cpm of

3H-Corticosterone (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech,

France) at 4 °C. By adding dextran-coated charcoal, the

bound and free fractions of corticosterone were sepa-

rated. Each year’s samples were run in different

assays. Minimal detectable level of corticosterone was

0.4 ng/mL. Due to large sample size per year, plasma

samples were run in different assays; however, assay

identity had no effect on corticosterone concentration in

any year (all P > 0.4, Riechert et al. 2012). Variation of

intra- and interassay was within a range of 6–11%
(n = 4 duplicates for intra-assay variation).

Telomere analysis

A subset of samples (with balanced age and sex distri-

bution, taken in the years 2007–2009) was used to anal-

yse telomeres. Length of terminal telomeres was

measured in erythrocytes. This allowed us the collection

of longitudinal data and as shown by Reichert et al.

(2013) reflects well an individual’s overall TL. We per-

formed a telomere restriction fragment (TRF) analysis

as described in Bauch et al. (2013, 2014). In brief, we

used pulsed-field gel electrophoresis, binding probes to

the single strand overhang of nondenatured DNA in-gel

and thereby avoided including the interstitial telomeric

repeats in the measurements. The among-gel coefficient

of variation of a standard sample (from one chicken

with a mean average TL slightly (10%) above the range

of adult common terns) added on the gels (n = 27) was

3.7%. The repeatability � SE (Lessels & Boag 1987) for

average TL of the same common tern blood samples

was 0.83 � 0.13, F5,7 = 11.713, P = 0.003 (data from five

individuals analysed twice and one individual three

times). Telomere length varies between chromosomes

and cells within samples, and each sample is therefore

characterized by a telomere distribution (Lansdorp et al.

1996), which can be detected by TRF analysis. The

telomere range was defined by a minimum of the distri-

bution at the side of the shortest telomeres and fixed

limit at the side of the longest telomeres at 30 kb. A

background value detected as the minimum was sub-

tracted. The telomere distribution is usually character-

ized with the mean only, but in addition, we also

extracted the different percentiles (see Bauch et al. 2014

for details).

Statistical analysis

The relationship between reproductive success, that is

number of chicks fledged, and bCORT was investigated

in a generalized linear model framework with Poisson

regression using SPSS Statistics (v. 23.0, Armonk, NY,

IBM Corp.). Model selection was based on specific pre-

dictions, that is one model per hypothesis. To account

for repeated samples, bird ID was introduced as

© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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random effect. As reproductive success depends on age

in common terns (e.g. Rebke et al. 2010), we included

age as covariate. Breeding year was added as factor as

environmental conditions, for example food availability,

differ between years and thus strongly affect chick sur-

vival (D€anhardt & Becker 2011) as well as bCORT con-

centrations (Riechert et al. 2014). bCORT values were

ln-transformed to normalize data distribution. As

bCORT values were not significantly correlated with

age in our data set (rs = 0.057, P = 0.15, n = 643), model

assumptions were not violated by including both

covariates. To be able to separately evaluate between-

and within-individual patterns, we used within-subject

centring (van de Pol & Wright 2009). Thus, instead of

bCORT per se, we introduced the mean value per indi-

vidual over multiple years and delta bCORT, the devia-

tion from that mean, respectively. Analyses were

performed separately for the sexes and subsequently

for both sexes together to test for interactions with sex.

As the data set contained breeding partners, that may

not be statistically independent, we ran the latter model

25 times with different subsets of the data set contain-

ing a random selection of one mate per pair.

The effect of bCORT (ln-transformed) on TL was

tested applying linear mixed effects models using a

restricted maximum-likelihood method testing specific

predictions in JMP (v. 7.0.1, SAS Institute Inc.). As

bCORT values varied between years (Riechert et al.

2014), we used adjusted bCORT values as covariate in

the model. Adjusted values were calculated by subtract-

ing year-specific mean bCORT levels from the raw data

separately per model, that is per incubation stage and

sexes separately. For original bCORT values see

Table S1 (Supporting information), compare Heidinger

et al. (2006) for baseline vs. stress-induced levels of cor-

ticosterone in common terns. As telomeres shorten with

age in common terns (Bauch et al. 2013), age was also

included as covariate. In the model with bCORT values

during mid-incubation, random effects were bird ID to

account for repeated samples and gel identity to

account for assay effects (for mid-incubation bCORT

data including both sexes only, because in other models

the number of samples per gel was too low to yield

meaningful gel effect estimates). No bird was sampled

in multiple years during early or late incubation. Given

that TL variation with age within individuals is small

compared to between-individual variation, and that

sample sizes for bCORT during early and late incuba-

tion were relatively small, we included 22 individuals

where bCORT and telomere values were not measured

in the same year (max. difference 2 years) in those data

sets. The data set for the analyses of the relation

between bCORT and TL is a subset of the bCORT data

set but when the analysis of the relationship between

bCORT and reproductive success was restricted to the

data set where TL was known, this did not change the

findings.

Results

Reproductive success

Males with a higher bCORT level during mid-incuba-

tion achieved higher reproductive success (Fig. 1a). This

positive relationship was of equal effect size between

and within individuals, as shown by the very similar

slopes of mean bCORT and delta bCORT (3% differ-

ence; Table 1a). In contrast, female bCORT levels were

unrelated to reproductive success (Table 1b, Fig. 1b).

Testing both sexes together, excluding breeding part-

ners randomly and running the model 25 times with

different data sets (n = 497, with n for sexes alternating

248 or 249, respectively), revealed a significant differ-

ence between the sexes as evidenced by a significant

Fig. 1 Number of fledglings (corrected for year and breeder

age) for (a) male and (b) female common terns according to

their bCORT levels (ng/mL, ln-transformed, corrected for year)

during mid-incubation. n (Males) = 31 or 32 and n (females) =
32 or 33 per data point. For statistics, see Table 1.

© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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bCORT 9 sex interaction (median result: Wald

v2 = 5.095, P = 0.024).

The smaller data sets of bCORT taken early or late

during incubation were neither in males nor females

significantly related to reproductive success (Tables S2,

S3 and Fig. S1, Supporting information). Late during

incubation blood sampling success was, however,

dependent on sex in that we failed to sample twice as

many males than females (22% males).

Telomeres and corticosterone levels

Males with a higher bCORT level during mid-incuba-

tion had shorter telomeres (Table 2a, Fig. 2a), whereas

there was no significant effect in females (Table 2b,

Fig. 2b). The sex difference was marginally nonsignifi-

cant with P = 0.070 for the interaction bCORT 9 sex

(Table 2c). The subdivision of the telomere distribution

into percentiles (following Bauch et al. 2014) revealed

that the slope correlation between TL and bCORT was

steeper in the higher percentiles or longer telomeres

within individuals (Fig. 3, Table S4, Supporting infor-

mation).

Corticosterone level – early, mid or late during
incubation – and telomere length

In males, the strength of the relationship between

bCORT level and TL increased the later during incuba-

tion bCORT levels were measured, with the strongest

effect when the first chick(s) had hatched (Figs 4, S2a,

S3a, Tables S5a and S6a, Supporting information). At

this time, bCORT values were generally higher in males

(Table S1, Supporting information). Females showed the

inverse pattern (Figs 4, S2b, S3b, Tables S5b and S6b,

Supporting information), but results never reached

significance.

Discussion

We previously showed that individuals, particularly

males, with high reproductive success had short telom-

eres (Bauch et al. 2013) and here we tested the hypothe-

sis that this correlation arises due to variation in

reproductive effort, using bCORT as a proxy. In agree-

ment with our hypothesis, male reproductive effort,

reflected in bCORT, had a dual effect on reproductive

success (+) and telomeres (�). Moreover, the bCORT

Table 1 Number of fledglings produced by (a) male and (b)

female common terns related to breeding year, age and bCORT

levels (ng/mL, ln-transformed) during mid-incubation. bCORT

was entered as individual specific mean bCORT level and as

deviation from that mean (delta bCORT) to separate between

and within-individual effects, respectively. Bird ID was

included as random effect. Data were analysed in a generalized

linear model framework using Poisson regression

Number of fledglings

B SE Wald v2 P

(a) Males

(n = 314 samples of 159 individuals)

Intercept �2.525 0.370 36.615 <0.001
Year

2006 (n = 92) 0.803 0.203 19.355 <0.001
2007 (n = 80) 0.715 0.224

2008 (n = 79) 0.818 0.194

2009 (n = 63) 0 (redundant)

Age 0.066 0.027 6.008 0.014

Mean ln bCORT 0.355 0.159 4.981 0.026

Delta ln bCORT 0.365 0.149 5.980 0.014

(b) Females

(n = 329 samples of 149 individuals)

Intercept �2.031 0.441 14.807 <0.001
Year

2006 (n = 97) 1.012 0.253 18.396 <0.001
2007 (n = 93) 0.842 0.259

2008 (n = 83) 1.002 0.243

2009 (n = 56) 0 (redundant)

Age 0.079 0.017 20.816 <0.001
Mean ln bCORT �0.080 0.157 0.258 0.612

Delta ln bCORT 0.078 0.141 0.305 0.581

Table 2 Mixed effects model analysis to test the effects of age

and bCORT level (ng/mL, ln-transformed, corrected for year)

during mid-incubation on TL (bp) in (a) males; (b) females;

and, to investigate sex differences (c) both sexes

Telomere length

Estimate SE t-Ratio Prob > |t|

(a) Males (n = 106)*

Intercept 10 751.77 180.53 59.56 <0.001
Age �53.97 18.39 �2.94 0.004

ln bCORT �238.27 94.82 �2.51 0.014

(b) Females (n = 127)†

Intercept 10 552.39 170.69 61.82 <0.001
Age �40.39 17.15 �2.35 0.021

ln bCORT �24.35 96.44 �0.25 0.801

(c) Both sexes (n = 233)‡

Intercept 10 514.21 139.97 75.12 <0.001
Age �39.23 12.89 �3.04 0.003

ln bCORT �119.30 63.88 �1.87 0.064

Sex 45.33 42.92 1.06 0.293

Sex 9 ln bCORT �117.32 64.27 �1.83 0.070

*Explained variance by random effect bird ID 72.9%.
†Explained variance by random effect bird ID 69.2%.
‡Explained variance by random effects: bird ID 64.1%, gel

12.5%.

© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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effect on TL was stronger in longer telomeres within

individuals, in accordance with our finding that the

association between reproductive success and TL was

also strongest in the longer telomeres (see Bauch et al.

2014 for an extensive discussion of the biological signifi-

cance of this finding). Thus, our results provide obser-

vational evidence that investment in offspring is made

at the expense of telomeres. This is of functional impor-

tance, because adult survival probability increases with

TL (Bauch et al. 2014).

bCORT and reproductive success

Elevation of bCORT induces mobilization of energy

stores and mediates physiological and behavioural

responses to predictable and unpredictable environmen-

tal or life history challenges (review: McEwen & Wing-

field 2003). Mixed results have been found with respect

to the association between bCORT and reproductive

success or other fitness proxies (review: Bonier et al.

2009). A negative association between bCORT and

reproductive success can be expected if between-indivi-

dual variation in bCORT is mainly due to variation in

exposure to adverse environmental conditions (e.g.

Kitaysky et al. 1999), but a positive association will arise

if instead variation in bCORT is mainly due to individ-

ual variation in reproductive effort (e.g. Bonier et al.

2011). In our study, mid-incubation bCORT level was

positively associated with the number of fledglings in

males, but not in females. The finding in males and the

sex difference are in agreement with our assumption

that bCORT variation reflects reproductive effort, as

chick provisioning by fathers’ exceeds mothers’ contri-

bution substantially in this species (Wiggins & Morris

1987; Wendeln 1997; Galbraith et al. 1999) and

Fig. 3 Slopes (�SE) of the relationship between different per-

centiles of the TL distribution or the average TL and bCORT

level during mid-incubation for males (filled circles) and

females (open circles). The effects were stronger in the higher

percentiles or longer telomeres, respectively, and stronger in

males than in females. For statistics, see Table 2 and Table S4

(Supporting information).

Fig. 4 Slopes (�SE) of the relationship between TL and bCORT

level at different times during incubation in males (filled cir-

cles) and females (open circles). For statistics, see Table 2 and

Tables S5, S6 (Supporting information).

Fig. 2 Telomere length (bp, corrected for age) in relation to

bCORT levels (ng/mL, ln-transformed, corrected for year) dur-

ing mid-incubation in (a) males (r2 = 0.056) and (b) females

(r2 < 0.001). For statistics, see Table 2.

© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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incubation is a time to recover for females (Bauch et al.

2010). Already during incubation, males extensively

explore foraging grounds (Wendeln 1997; Moore et al.

2000), which is considered as an important factor for

successful chick provisioning later when foraging flights

become more frequent (Sudmann & Becker 1992; Becker

et al. 1993) and is reflected, for example, by mainly

fathers feeding their chicks fish of a size that is adapted

to the size of the chick (Wiggins & Morris 1987). This

may explain why bCORT level during incubation pre-

dicts reproductive success, which is dependent on pro-

visioning after hatching, that is several days after the

bCORT measurement. Baseline corticosterone levels

were overall higher in males at the end of incubation,

when the first chicks had hatched. The fact that we did

not find a significant relationship between reproductive

success and bCORT at that time might either be based

on the comparatively smaller and less representative

data set (due to males not incubating after hatching of

the first chick and thus evading sampling) or that dif-

ferences during mid-incubation are decisive for later

reproductive success.

Variation in bCORT level within and between males

had indistinguishable effects on reproductive success,

given the very similar slopes in the model. Thus, an

increase in bCORT within an individual (between differ-

ent years) or higher bCORT of the same extent compared

between individuals (independent of year) was associ-

ated with a higher reproductive success. This supports a

direct relation between bCORT and reproductive success

over the alternative interpretation that the association

between bCORT and reproductive success is due to other

individual differences that covary with bCORT, as this

would affect only the slope of between-individual effects.

This result is therefore in agreement with the hypothesis

that bCORT is a proxy for reproductive effort. Further

confirmation comes from the finding that low bCORT

levels in our study population have been reported in

association with high food availability (Riechert et al.

2014). Prolactin, another hormone associated with paren-

tal care, predicted reproductive success in our study pop-

ulation as well, but mainly due to an effect on hatching

success, which can be expected as it is known to influence

incubation and brooding behaviour (Riechert et al. 2014).

bCORT and telomere length

Male common terns with higher bCORT levels had

shorter telomeres. This result further supports our

hypothesis that the negative association between repro-

ductive success and TL is due to a dual effect of repro-

ductive effort on reproductive success (+) and telomeres

(�). Also in humans, a negative correlation between

cortisol, the human equivalent of corticosterone and TL

has been reported (Tomiyama et al. 2012). High corti-

costerone levels are associated with increased oxidative

stress (Costantini et al. 2011), and oxidative stress

increases telomere attrition (von Zglinicki 2002). Thus,

there may be a direct link between bCORT and telom-

ere attrition, but it should be noted that associations

between bCORT and oxidative stress are not well

known, and the association between oxidative stress

and telomere attrition was primarily found in cell cul-

tures. There are, however, further considerations that

suggest that bCORT, and thus reproductive effort, may

through an unknown mechanism have a direct effect on

telomere attrition. First, experimental corticosterone

administration in black-legged kittiwakes Rissa tridactyla

increased both parental effort and telomere attrition

(Schultner et al. 2014). Second, in agreement with our

correlational findings (Bauch et al. 2013), some studies

found that an experimental increase in brood size, and

thus presumably in parental effort, accelerated telomere

attrition (Reichert et al. 2014; Sudyka et al. 2014).

In males, the relation between bCORT and TL became

progressively stronger in the course of incubation. This

may reflect the fact (discussed above) that in common

terns, males are responsible for most of the chick provi-

sioning and that in males, bCORT levels were generally

higher at the end of incubation. In females, the relation-

ship between TL and bCORT was nonsignificant at all

incubation stages. This does not imply that there are no

bCORT-mediated costs of reproduction reflected in TL

in females, because also in females, we observed a neg-

ative relationship between reproductive output and TL

(Bauch et al. 2013). However, compared to males, these

costs may be more pronounced at other reproductive

stages such as investment in eggs (Moore et al. 2000;

Nager et al. 2001; Bauch et al. 2010) and/or in reproduc-

tive effort at a later stage of chick rearing.

The effect of bCORT on TL was stronger in the longer

telomeres of the within-individual telomere distribution,

that is more than twice as strong in the 90th percentile

compared to the average TL. We previously found a

stronger relationship between the longer telomeres and

reproductive success and indications that the longer

telomeres better reflect the accumulated stress an indi-

vidual was exposed to (Bauch et al. 2014). Our finding

that the bCORT effect is stronger in the longer telom-

eres within individuals is consistent with these findings.

One potential explanation for this result is that longer

telomeres are a statistically larger target for damaging

agents (Grasman et al. 2011).

Conclusions

As previously stated by many authors, telomere

dynamics may offer a window on the mechanisms

© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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mediating life history trade-offs. Combined with our

earlier finding that there is a negative association

between TL and survival (Bauch et al. 2014), our study

provides support for this hypothesis by showing that,

at least in males, the negative link between reproduc-

tive success and TL can be attributed to a dual effect of

reproductive effort as manifested in bCORT. We note,

however, that bCORT is primarily a signalling mole-

cule, in the sense that it triggers processes without con-

tributing physically to such processes, while TL is

perhaps no more than a passive biomarker over the lar-

gest part of its distribution (Boonekamp et al. 2013). In

this sense, bCORT and telomere dynamics really do

provide only a window on mechanisms mediating life

history trade-offs, but perhaps a very useful and cur-

rently unique window to provide guidance towards

understanding the biochemical, physiological and beha-

vioural processes that causally link reproductive effort

to future reproductive output and lifespan.
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